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Tanggapan Muslimat dan Fatayat tentang Kuota untuk Wanita di Pemilu 2004
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Abstract

It is a general opinion that there are two contradictory conflict of interests in every societies life. Those are individualism which strongly emphasized a point of individual interest against collectivism with it's emphasizing on societies' interests. That fact is, actually, understood as the nature of human society itself. That's why the conflict, historically, has still been going on up to now adays and probably should be as it is, till to unknown future time. Moreover, that conflict is now fully colored by corrupt behavior.

From the philosophy of morality (ethic) approach, however, there is no important to put an end that conflict at all. Because of that, the significant problem is how possible to combine two potencies behind the conflict; In order to realized that purpose, it is believed that both of conscience and or ethical behavior have a properly power to solve that problem. There are two reasons, a) Morality Consciousness, namely conscience is an individual freedom and creativities resources, and, b) Ethical norms should be able to lead the individual creativities in order to improve the development of human society.

Finally, it could be concluded that society which loaded by individual morality consciousness should be grown and developed, and on the contrary, society with ethical norms should be in order.
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